BC’s Endangered Species
Learning Level
K-2

Curriculum Links

1. Understand what
it means to be an
“at-risk” species
in BC
2. Use the five
senses to explore
the plants and
animals unique to
BC
3. Practice making
observations about
ecosystems
4. Describe the
basic needs of
plants and animals
5. Demonstrate
responsible
behaviour in
caring for the
environment

B

ritish Columbia is Canada’s most species-rich province,
home to over 5,000 different plants, 1,000 vertebrates
(fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals), 60,000
insects, and 10,000 fungi. But with all of this biodiversity, there are
still approximately 1,900 species
and sub-species considered “atrisk”.
This Learning Package explores
at-risk species in BC, the different
levels of “at-risk”, and causes of
species extinction. It also introduces
students to a selection of BC’s
unique plants and animals,
habitat requirements, and ways
to ensure these species are
protected.

Activities Included
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Awaken the Senses Scavenger Hunt
Miniature Hike
Status Scramble
Habitat Match-Up
Endangered Species tag and Handouts
Northern Leopard Frog: From Eggs to Legs

Teacher Materials

This Learning Package includes teacher notes for each activity, in
addition to background information for six endangered species in BC.
The activity, Northern Leopard Frog: From Eggs to Legs includes a
teacher backgrounder specific to amphibians and frog lifecycles.

Resources

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada: the
federal website listing species at risk for various regions and their
status category. www.cosewic.gc.ca
ProtectBiodiversity.ca: a coalition of environmental groups campaigning
for a species and ecosystem protection law in BC. Offers a map of atrisk species. http://www.protectbiodiversity.ca/species/
The Stewardship Centre of British Columbia: created a Species At
Risk Primer for BC. www.speciesatrisk.bc.ca/
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Sierra Club BC: offers free resources, including a species EcoMap
throughout BC. http://www.sierraclub.bc.ca/education/ecomap
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Awaken the Senses
Scavenger Hunt
Learning Objectives

• Use the five senses
to explore the natural
environment
• Discover characteristics
of living things
• Practice making
observations about
ecosystems

Time

20 minutes

Materials

• scavenger hunt sheet
• clip board
• pen

Before you start

• Ensure students are
dressed appropriately
for the weather
• If it is raining, place a
page protector over
the Scavenger Hunt
Sheet and use a
whiteboard marker for
writing

L

earning about British Columbia’s unique plants and
animals begins with discovering the biodiversity living
in your own backyard. In this activity, students use
their senses to explore their natural surroundings, and make
observations about what living things share their everyday
environment. This activity takes place outdoors.

Process

Warm-up (5 minutes)
1. Once outside, stand
in a circle and ask
students to list their
five senses.
2. Ask students to close
their eyes, listen
carefully and count all
the different sounds
they can hear. After
10-15 seconds, have
them open their eyes
and tell the group what
Photo Credit
they heard.
3. Ask students to close their eyes again and take big, deep
breaths through their nose and think about what they
smell. After 10-15 seconds, have them open their eyes and
describe what they smelled.
4. Still standing in a circle, ask students to turn their backs to
the centre and look very slowly and quietly from their feet
up in to the sky, noticing as many plants and animals as
possible.
5. Have students turn back into the centre of the circle and ask
them what senses have not been used yet. Discuss whether
it is a good idea to taste things in nature. Mention potential
dangers such as ingesting poison or accidentally harming
an endangered plant.
Scavenger Hunt (15 minutes)
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6. Divide into teams (if possible with adult chaperones) and
distribute one Savenger Hunt Sheet and pen to each group.
Ask the students to find things that match what is on the
sheet and write the item down in the appropriate section.

7.   Have the groups share what they have   
seen, smelled, heard, and touched.

Evaluation

• Have students share their observations
with the group, describing one sense they
enjoyed using and one that was difficult or
not enjoyable.

Photo Credit

• Let students choose one species they
discovered during the scavenger hunt and
draw a picture of that species in its habitat.
Include their observation with the picture (for
example, the moss felt cold, the slug was very
small).

Extensions

• After the scavenger hunt, turn over the laminated sheet and ask students to list what things
they share with the plants and animals they found. Then, ask them about ways they can help
keep the things they found on their hunt safe in their environment.
• Do this activity with students on a regular basis in the same location. Each time, make note of
what has changed in each habitat and which different species have been discovered.

“Look deep into
nature, and you
will understand
everything better.”
- Albert Einstein,
Physicist
3
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Sight
An insect ________________________________________________________________________
Another animal ________________________________________________________________
Something very large _________________________________________________________
Something very small __________________________________________________________
Something in Nature with 3 or more colours _______________________________________________
Something that can be recycled ________________________________________________________
Smell
Something good-smelling _____________________________________________________
Something bad-smelling ______________________________________________________
An interesting smell _____________________________________________________________
A rotten smell _______________________________________________________________________
Sound
A sound from a machine _____________________________________________________________
A quiet sound _________________________________________________________________________
A bird sound (prepare to imitate this for the class!) ________________________________________________
A natural sound ___________________________________________________________________________
Touch
Something cold ______________________________________________________________________
Something warm _____________________________________________________________________
Something with a rough surface ______________________________________________________
Something with a smooth surface ___________________________________________________

Awakening Senses Scavenger Hunt

Minia t ure Hike
Learning Objectives
• Practice making
observations about
ecosystems

• Describe habitat
requirements for and
characteristics of plants
and animals

Time

15 minutes

Materials

• 1 piece of rope or twine
(4 to 6 feet long) for
each team or
individual

Before you start

• Ensure students are
dressed appropriately
for the weather
• Divide students into
pairs
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D

id you know that many of the species considered
“at-risk” in BC are so small they often go unnoticed?
In this activity, students are challenged to think creatively
about the lives of small species on the ground — whether it is the
forest floor, the topsoil of a grassland or mountain, or a section of
the coastline.

Process

1. Once outside, assign one student
in each pair as the “guide” and the
other as the “hiker”. Each pair will
be given a rope.
2. Have the guide lay out their rope,
choosing four “stops” along the
rope to present to their partner.
Encourage creativity – slug homes,
mushrooms, nurse logs, mouse
homes etc.
3. Once the first mini hike has been
completed, have guides and hikers
switch roles.

Evaluation

When everyone has completed a hike, have them share
stories about what they discovered along the way. Ask them to
give reasons why their stops were important and unique.

“In every walk
with nature, one
receives far more
than they seek.”
- John Muir,
Engineer &
Botanist
5

Status Scramble
Learning Objectives

• Distinguish between
“extinct”, “endangered”
“threatened” and “not
at risk”
• Explore various factors
that affect a species’
survival and ability
to maintain healthy
populations

Time

15 minutes

Materials

• 4 ropes or tarps

Before you start

• Brainstorm a list of
things that help students
live healthily
• Discuss what would
happen if you lost
a little bit of these
things, a lot, or all of
them. Ask students to
think what this means
for plants and animals
• Set up the ropes in
circles throughout the
field/forest in various
sizes, ranging from
small to large. You
can also use signs for
each circle: black for
the smallest, then red,
yellow, and green for
the largest
© Sierra Club BC
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T

here are different ways scientists categorize plants
and animals based on the amount of danger that could
affect each one’s survival. In this activity, students will
learn the different status labels for at-risk species and explore
why certain creatures move between the categories, increasing or
decreasing potential dangers to their survival.

Process

1. After you brainstorm
needs for survival and
what happens when
these needs are lost,
take students outside.
2. Ask students to find
the largest circle and
stand inside of it. Ask
them how big they
think the danger of
survival is for a plant
or animal that has a large habitat with food, shelter,
water, and space to move. When the danger or risk is
small, scientists call that species “not at risk”.
3. Ask them to find the next biggest circle and stand inside of t
it. Ask them how big they think the danger of survival is for
a plant or animal that only has some of these things. When
a plant or animal can still live and reproduce, but there are
some dangers that will affect their life in the future, scientists
call that species “threatened”.
4. Ask them to find the next biggest circle and stand inside of
it. Ask them what they notice about this circle (it’s smaller).
Why do they think it’s smaller (it has a smaller habitat). Ask
them how big the risk or danger is to a plant or animal when
they have a small habitat, very limited food and/or polluted
water. When a plant or animal’s survival is in great danger,
scientists call that species “endangered”
5. Ask them to find the last circle and stand inside of it (there
will not be room so students will have to stand outside of the
circle). Ask them what they notice about this circle (there is
no room for them to stand inside). Why do they think it’s so
small (no habitat left, no food or water)? When species that are
endangered are not taken care of, eventually the species may
disappear (for example: dinosaurs, dodo birds, etc). When a
whole population of plants and animals are gone, scientists
call that species “extinct”.

6. Call out scenarios and have students run to the circle they think categorizes the plant or animal
in the scenario.
Scenarios, “What would happen if...?”:
• An orca whale has the whole ocean to swim in with lots of seals and fish to eat, healthy
waters to live in, and space to play with the other whales. What would scientists call that
species? (Not At Risk)
• An orca whale has the whole ocean to swim in, they have a lot of space to play, they have fish
but there are no seals to eat. What would scientists call that species? (Threatened. If students
stand in other circles, ask them why they chose that circle, or what might contribute to the
whale being endangered).
• An orca whale has the ocean to swim in, but the waters are polluted. There are also
not enough fish or seals to eat, and some of the orcas have not been able to survive.
(Endangered or Threatened)
• The ocean is too polluted to live in. (eventually Extinct).
• A population of caribou (in the reindeer family) are considered Threatened. Lawmakers do not
create a plan to protect the caribou and build houses in their habitat (Endangered).
• The population of caribou are considered Threatened. Lawmakers decide to protect an area
of habitat as a wildlife sanctuary and take care of it for years to come (Not at Risk).

Evaluation

Teacher observation can evaluate students as they understand the different categories, and
generate reasons for why they are standing in each circle they choose.
Have students create their own scenarios, thinking of one reason why a species might face more
danger, and one action that could move a species into a category with less risk.

“When one tugs at a
single string of nature
they find it attached to
the rest of the world.”
- John Muir, Engineer &
Botanist
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Habitat Match-Up

Learning Objectives

• Distinguish key
features of a healthy
habitat

Time

20 minutes

Materials

• habitat cards (as many
copies as groups
needed)
• 3 buckets

Before you start

• Review the key
components to a
healthy habitat: food,
water, shelter, and
space
• Separate the cards
into the three buckets:
species, food, and
shelter
• Habitat Groups: Bear/
Salmon/Den; Sea
Turtle/Jellyfish/Water;
Tailed Frog/Bugs/
Stream; Bat/Moth/
Cave; Buttercup/Soil/
Meadow; Owl/Mouse/
Tree
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E

very plant and animal needs a proper habitat in order
to survive. A habitat is made up of key ingredients:
food, shelter, water, and space to move around. In this
activity, students match key habitat features with species found
throughout British Columbia. They will also explore challenges
some species face when trying to meet their habitat needs.

Process

1. Split students into groups
of three. Give three
buckets (1= species, 1=
food, and 1= shelter) to
each group.
2. Have students match up
the proper species with its
food and shelter. When
they have matched up every species, have them run to the
watering hole (teacher). Then you can check their match-ups.
3. Try to offer suggestions if there are some match-ups that are
incorrect, helping students come to the correct answers on
their own.

Evaluation

t

Evaluation can be done when students run to the watering hole
for a check.

Extensions

For older groups, give each student a card and have them run
around, finding healthy habitat trios.

“The earth
is what we
all have in
common”
- Wendell
Berry, Author

9
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Endangered Species Tag
Learning Objectives

• Explore the natural
world
• Increase students’
understanding of the
connections between
plant and animals

Time

20 minutes

Materials

• endangered species
handouts (6)

Before you start

• Discuss the word
“endangered” and
how species become
at risk in our province
(see Key Words
section in this activity)
• Project the
endangered species
handouts included
with this activity
to the class and
discuss each species’
characteristics and
habitat

W

ith over 1,900 species and sub-species considered
“at-risk”, our province is really a unique place. In
this activity, students practice remembering the names
of some endangered species in BC - all while getting a physical
workout!

Process

1. After discussing the
endangered species
handouts, take
students outside.
Select 1-3 students as
“it”.
2. Explain that this game
is similar to frozen
tag. The goal is to run
within the boundary
and not be tagged by
the “it” people.
3. Just before someone is touched, they must call out an
endangered species from BC. If they do, they escape being
tagged and the “it” person must chase someone else for
t
at least 10 seconds. If they do not name an endangered
species, they are frozen and must stand with their feet
planted in the ground and their arms out.
4. Those who are frozen become unfrozen after someone runs
under their outstretched arm without being tagged. They can
then resume the game.
5. Continue until everyone is frozen or the class energy
determines a shift. Select new people to be “it”.

Evaluation

Challenge students to avoid repeating the same species during
the game. Once you have finished playing, review some of the
species mentioned. Use the included handouts if needed.

Extensions
© Sierra Club BC
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Endangered Species Slug Tag: Instead of running, have all
students slither on the ground as banana slugs, with the same
rules applying for calling out species names and tagging. If
they are frozen, have them curl up into a ball and a student
must slither around them in a complete circle.
Endangered Species Caribou Tag: Similar to the above adaption,
11

have all students moving on hands and feet (four limbs on
the ground) like Woodland Caribou. When frozen, have
students extend one arm so other students can run under it.
Habitat Loss Extension: For each game, decrease the
size of the playing field. Discuss that the habitat for these
creatures is getting smaller, and ask students to list some
possible reasons why (land development, pollution, etc.)
Follow up with widening the boundary and increasing the
habitat, due to creating a wildlife sanctuary, participating in
clean-ups, and other sustainability efforts.

Key Words

Ecosystem - a community of living things interacting with
Photo Credit
each other and with their nonliving physical environment (soil, sun, wind, weather, etc).
Endangered - any plant, animal, or fungus species that is in danger of becoming extinct.
Extinct - a species which no longer exists.
Habitat - the place where a plant or animal naturally lives and grows, with access to proper food,
shelter, water, and space.
Predator - a species that hunts and feeds on another species.
Prey - a species that is hunted for food.
Threatened - a species that is likely to become endangered, and if not protected, could become
extinct.

“We share this planet
with many species. It
is our responsibility to
protect them, both for
their sakes and our own.”
- Pamela A. Matson,
Ecologist
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Endangered: Leatherback
Sea Turtle

L

eatherback sea turtles are one of the largest living reptiles
on the planet. BC’s ocean provides habitat for the Pacific
Leatherback, the largest turtle on earth. The Pacific Leatherback
sea turtle is critically
endangered, and has even
disappeared in parts of
Asia.

Scientists call me:

Dermochelys coriacea

My looks:
Did you know?

All leatherback sea
turtles have a pink
patch on their head
that is unique to
each individual turtlejust like a human
fingerprint!

• I can grow up to 2
metres and weigh up to
2,000 pounds
• I have an inky-blue shell with white spots. It is soft like leather.
• I have long front flippers

My habitat:

• I lay my eggs on land south of Canada and swim up to BC
• I am a powerful swimmer and need lots of deep, open water to
move
• I love eating jellyfish!

I am endangered because:

• Humans harvest my eggs to eat
• I can get stuck in fishing nets
• Sometimes I think a plastic bag is a jellyfish, that makes me ill
• Global warming changes the amount of salt in the ocean- and I
like salty waters!

You can help me by:

• Protecting beaches where I lay my eggs
• Cleaning up marine and coastal environments, to keep garbage
out of the ocean
• Using smaller nets and fishing gear, to make sure fishers only
trap the seafood people need to eat

© Sierra Club BC
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		E ndang e re d : N o r th e r n
		L eop ard Fro g

N

orthern leopard frogs can live in different areas, but
the population living in southeastern BC is considered
endangered. Called
the Rocky Mountain
population, this species was
once found in the Kootenays
and Okanagan. Now it is
only living in the Creston
Valley.

Scientists call me:

Lithobates pipiens

Did you know?

Northern leopard frogs
are an example of a
species that can live
in different areas, but
just like humans, have
some communities in
danger.

My looks:

• I am medium-sized, with
green-brown skin and dark spots
• I have a white stripe that runs from my upper lip all the way
behind my shoulder

My habitat:

• I like open, grassy sites with damp soil, and am found near
streams and marshes
• I will eat just about anything, but I love insects!
• In the winter, I burrow underground

I am endangered because:

• chemical fertilizers and pesticides damage my habitat
• I am sensitive to disease

• Different animals who were brought in from elsewhere can hunt
me
• Cars run over me

You can help me by:

• By using organic fertilizers that will not damage nearby water
• Be careful when driving and biking along roads

© Sierra Club BC
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Endangered: Orca
(Killer Whale)

O

rcas are actually the largest kind of dolphin, and are
found throughout the world. BC has three different kinds
of orcas: resident orcas who stay near Vancouver Island
and Washington, U.S.A.;
transient orcas who
swim through from
California up to Alaska;
and offshore orcas
who stay way out in
the ocean away from
land. The resident orca
population living near
southern Vancouver Island and Washington is endangered.

Did you know?

Orcas are an example
of a species who can
live in lots of different
places, but just like
humans, have some
communities in
danger.

Scientists call me:
Orcinus orca

My looks:

• I can grow as big as a school bus (10 metres)
• I have a black body with a white belly, and white patches behind
my eyes and under my large back fin
• I have cone-shaped teeth

My habitat:

• I live and swim with my family, and we speak to each other in our
own language
• I need lots of open water to move- the colder, the better!
• Us resident orcas love coho salmon near Vancouver Island!

I am endangered because:

• Oil spills and pollution damage our habitat and poison our food
• When large and noisy boats get too close, we get seperated from
our families and can’t communicate to find each other

You can help me by:
•

Keep waters clean so that us orcas – and our food – stay healthy

•

Maintain distance from us when you are in a boat

© Sierra Club BC
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Endangered: Spotted Owl

I

n North America, spotted owls are only found in southern
British Columbia, down the U.S.A. coast to Mexico. There are
around 19 adults in BC, but only 10 of them can reproduce.

Scientists call me:

Strix occidentalis caurina

My looks:

• I am medium-sized
• I have dark brown feathers
with white spots, especially
on my head and neck
• I have a round head
• I have large dark eyes

Did you know?

Owls are able to turn
their heads almost
completely around.
This means they can
see what is behind
them without having
to move their whole
body!

My habitat:

• I live in old-growth forests, and need trees that are at least 200
years old (this makes them big and mossy)
• I make my home in the hole of an old tree
• I like to eat small mammals like bats, birds, and large insects, and
I swallow them whole!

I am endangered because:

• Logging (cutting down) the old-growth forests I call home
• I only lay 1 or 2 eggs at a time, so there are less of us spotted
owls to stay strong against threats

You can help me by:

• Protecting BC’s forests is the best way to help keep my habitat
safe. Using less paper and recycling helps protect trees from
being cut down.
• You can clean up parks and forests to help keep my habitat safe.
But be careful to stay on the trail when you are hiking- I don’t
want you to squash any of my food!
• You can talk to adults about my special habitat, and ask them
to help make laws protecting the old-growth forests I need to
survive.

© Sierra Club BC
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		Endang e re d : Vanco uver
		Island M ar m o t

V

ancouver Island marmots are the largest member of the
squirrel family. In the winter they hibernate for 7 months. This
marmot only lives in
alpine (mountain) valleys
of central Vancouver Island
and is one of Canada’s
most critically endangered
animals.

Scientists call me:

Marmota vancouverensis

Did you know?

Marmots give birth to
pups. The Vancouver
Island marmot will
have 1-3 pups in
late spring, who stay
underground in their
burrow until July.

My looks:

• I have chocolate brown
fur and white patches on
my nose, chest, and chin
• I am about the size of a housecat

My habitat:

• I live in a burrow (hole or tunnel)
• I live in family groups called colonies
• I like to eat the flowering tops of alpine (mountain) plants
• I am a good climber and like to perch atop rocky cliffs

I am endangered because:

• Logging trees and building roads damage my habitat
• Our small population only lives in a few small areas. This makes
us vulnerable to predators like wolves and cougars
• I am senstive to weather changes and disease

You can help me by:

• Spreading the word that I am in danger
• Talking to adults who can help make laws protecting my habitat,
so that we have the time and space to reproduce
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		Endangered: Water-Plantain
		Buttercup

I

Did you know?

Water plantainbuttercups release
one seed at a time.
Their seeds cannot
float far away, which is
one reason why their
population is so small.

n Canada, water-plantain buttercups are only found in two
places: one park in Victoria, BC, and on an island off the
coast of Nanaimo. Like all plants, water-plantain buttercups
release oxygen into
the air. Water-plantain
buttercups are also
part of a very small
plant family that grow
in specific Pacific
ecosystems, so
scientists can study
these buttercups to
learn more about their
plant family.

Scientists call me:

Ranunculus alismifolius var. alismifolius

My looks:

• My flowers are yellow with five petals, sometimes up to ten petals
• I have a lot of stems that branch out from the same base
• My stems and leaves have no hairs

My habitat:

• I live in meadows with Garry Oak trees, only on Vancouver Island
• I like rocky outcrops, but also damp areas like muddy ditches or
beside a pond
• I need clean soil, rain, and sunshine to survive

I am endangered because:

• My habitat is being used to create cities and neighbourhoods
• Invasive plants (plants who are originally from other places) have
been brought to BC and have taken over my habitat
• I am small and can easily be trampled on

You can help me by:

• Staying on the trail when walking in a park or natural area, and
being careful not to step on plants

© Sierra Club BC
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• Helping clean up parks and wilderness areas, and by talking to a
park ranger about how to protect special natural areas

		
		
Learning Objectives
• Explore animal
lifecycles and
metamorphosis

Time

20 minutes

Materials

• Teacher Backgrounder
• frog lifecycle sheet (to
project on screen)
• laptop and projector
• student copies of frog
lifecycle
• pencils/colours
• testing material

Before you start

• Read the Teacher
Backgrounder
included in this activity
specific to amphibians
and frogs

Northern Leopard Frog:
From Eggs to Legs

F

rogs are an important part of ecosystems, living both
in water and on land. They need a healthy environment
to complete their lifecycle from egg to adult frog, and
are well-known for their sensitivity to pollution. The Northern
Leopard Frog (Rocky Mountain population) is endangered
and is only found in the Creston Valley of southeastern BC. In
this activity, students learn about the various stages of the frog
lifecycle and explore
key characteristics of
metamorphosis.

Process

1. Show the Frog
Lifecycle diagram
to the class and
indicate each stage
of metamorphosis.
Include key
information on each
stage (found in the Teacher Backgrounder), such as timeline
and physical appearance. Have students colour and label
their own copies of the lifecycle diagram.
t

Evaluation

Evaluation can be done early in the lesson while the Frog
Lifecycle is being displayed to the class. Cover the answers
and have students indicate the proper names for each
lifecycle. For a more formal evaluation in older classrooms,
use the testing materials included.

Extensions

For older grades, review the word metamorphosis and the
terminology for the stages of the frog cycle. Have students
draw the various habitats needed for each life stage, so that
each image of the diagram is in its proper habitat. Refer to the
Teacher Backgrounder for habitat information.
Lifecycle drawings can be cut out and mounted on construction
paper and displayed in the classroom or hallway. For a super
froggie classroom, have students build mobiles out of their
artwork and hang them from your classroom ceiling.
© Sierra Club BC
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Collect artwork and mark for accuracy in labeling, detail of
habitats, creative design and imagination.
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Key Words

Amphibian - a cold-blooded vertebrate (having a
backbone) animal of the class Amphibia.There are three
living orders of amphibians: frogs and toads, salamanders
and newts, and limbless amphibians (a little-known tropical
group).
Bio-indicators - a living organism that is able to tell
us about our environment, particularly if it is healthy or
unhealthy.
Froglet - a stage in the lifecycle of the frog in which all
parts of the frog have developed but its stumpy tail still
remains.
Global Warming - an increase in the near-surface temperature of the earth, a part of climate
change.
Metamorphosis - a biological process that helps an animal change form. It usually, but not
always, requires a change in habitat.
Population - a group of individuals of the same species that live within an area.
Spawn - fertilized frog eggs, found in a mass of soft, jelly-coated eggs and numbering in the
hundreds to thousands.
Tadpole (or polliwog)- the larval, aquatic stage of an amphibian. After hatching from the egg,
the tadpole has gills to breathe and is legless, propelling itself with a tail.

“Every individual matters.
Every individual has
a role to play. Every
individual makes a
difference.”
- Dr. Jane Goodall,
Scientist & Activist
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A Frog’s Lifecycle

Label each stage of the frog’s lifecycle with the choices 1-5 and colour.

21
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A Frog’s Lifecycle

Frogs: Teacher Backgrounder

F
In BC, The northern
leopard frog is threatened
by exotic fish and bullfrogs
in breeding grounds,
habitat loss, disease, in
addition to pollution. It
is on the provincial Red
List of species and is
considered endangered
by the Committee on the
Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC).
Look for more information
on this important species
in the Endangered Species
Handouts.

rogs are an important part of ecosystems. Within the
food web they act as both predator and prey, holding
the role of a population balancer. Additionally, frogs have
smooth, moist skin that is very permeable to substances in
water or the atmosphere. Adult frogs absorb part of the oxygen
they need (and most of the water) through their skin, making
them vulnerable to pollutants. To complete their lifecycle from
egg to adult, frogs need
a healthy environment
Photo
both
onCredit
land and in the
water. Because of this,
they are considered bioindicators (they tell us
whether an environment
is healthy or unhealthy).

Frogs as Food

Frog eggs, larvae, and
adults are food for many
fish, birds, and mammals. When amphibians are contaminated,
they pass toxins along to their predators. When amphibians
disappear, this can affect the animals who eat them to survive.
A decline in amphibians is like a red flag, warning us that
t
something is wrong with the environment we all share.

Threats

Threats to all frog populations include: increase in ultra-violet
radiation (and damage to the Ozone layer), pesticides, industrial
pollution, acid rain, temperature changes and climate change.

Amphibians

© Sierra Club BC
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The frog is an amphibian in the order of Anura, meaning “tailless” in Greek (an= without, oura= tail). An amphibian means
the various stages of a frog’s lifecycle are carried out both in
water and on land. Adult frogs are characterized by long hind
legs, a short body, webbed digits, protruding eyes, and (usually)
the absence of a tail. Most frogs have a semi-aquatic life but
move easily on land. They lay their eggs in puddles, ponds, or
lakes, and their larvae (called tadpoles), have gills and develop
in water. Adult frogs eat a carnivorous (flesh, not plants) diet of
bugs and worms. They are mostly noticeable by their calls, which
can be widely heard during mating seasons.
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The Frog Lifecycle

In the Spring, the male frog will move to watery breeding
sites and start calling to attract females. They will also call
and warn other males to keep away from their territories.
Once the males and females pair up, the male clasps the
female in a piggyback position, releasing his sperm as
she releases her eggs. The eggs are fertilized outside the
female’s body.
Day 1- Day 9: Spawn
• Spawn is the name given to a group of fertilized frog’s
eggs. It is a mass of soft, jelly-coated eggs, and usually will
stick to water plants or other vegetation. In general, frog
eggs remain in this stage of the lifecycle for about 21 days. The Northern Leopard Frog’s
eggs, however, will hatch after 9 days.
Day 10: Tadpole
• The eggs hatch into tiny, fish-like tadpoles that have gills to breathe while in the water. Due
to their poorly developed gills, mouths, and tails, the first 7-10 days in this stage are spent
feeding on the remaining yolk, which is actually in its gut, and clinging to vegetation. After 10
days it will start free-swimming and feeding on algae or tiny organisms in the water.
Week 5: Tadpole with teeth, legs, and lungs
• At 4 weeks into the tadpole stage, a layer of skin grows over the gills and they disappear. Tiny
teeth appear and the tadpole will develop a long coiled gut which helps to digest food. Legs
sprout from the tadpole’s body, and the tadpole’s tail becomes smaller (it is actually absorbed
into the body). The tadpole also develops lungs to help it breathe out of water.
• This growth period can take 2 or more weeks, after which the tadpole has legs and the head
is more distinct. The diet may now include small insects, and to accommodate this change in
diet, the gut begins to shorten. A bulge appears where the arms will pop out (elbow first). It is
thought that during metamorphosis the immune system is largely shut down to accommodate
all the physical changes. At this time, tadpoles are especially susceptible to disease, parasite
attacks, and have increased sensitivity to their environment. They can continue at this size for
another 6 weeks.
Week 13: Froglet
• After 12 weeks as a tadpole, froglets look much like an adult frog but with a stumpy tail. These
froglets have survived the tadpole stage and if they escape being eaten by fish, birds, or other
frogs, will continue their transformation into adults.
Week 17: Frog
• The transformation is complete and adult frogs can move out of the water and live on
land. The Northern Leopard Frog’s metamorphosis takes 3 to 6 months from egg to adult.
Depending on the availability of food and water, it is now fully developed and is spending most
of its life out of water eating a carnivorous diet.
• In the spring, adult frogs move back into the water for breeding, and the cycle starts all
over!
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